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Abstract 
Using an inclusion exclusion formula for the symmetric difference and its associated Bonfcr- 
roni inequalities, some extremal and divisibility properties for the number of negative p-cycles 
of K,, are deduced. It is also shown that the asymptotic probability that a p-cycle of K, is 
negative does not depend on the structure of the subgraph spanned by negative edges provided 
this subgraph has bounded degrees. 
1. Introduction 
A signed graph G based on F is an ordinary graph F with each edge marked as 
positive or negative. We shall consider only the case when F is the complete graph K,. 
A cycle of K, is said to be negative if it contains an odd number of negative edges; 
otherwise, it is positive [2]. 
Let us denote by SK, the graph on 2s vertices consisting of s vertex-disjoint edges, 
by G(K,; H) the complete signed graph K, whose negative edges induce a subgraph 
isomorphic to H and by C, (G) the number of negative p-cycles contained by the 
signed graph G. If signed (or ordinary) graphs G and H are isomorphic, we shall 
denote this by G z H. 
A signed graph is called balanced if each of its cycles is positive. It is easy to show 
that a signed graph G based on K, is balanced if and only if G z G(K,:K,,,), where 
p+q=nandp,q30[2]. 
Psychologists are sometimes interested in the smallest number d = d(G) such that 
a signed graph G may be converted into a balanced graph by changing the signs of 
A edges. If G is a signed graph based on K, and cu is a cut (co-cyle) of K,, let us denote 
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by r,(G) the signed graph obtained from G by changing the signs of all edges of w (we 
say that G switches to z,(G)). Since all cycles of G comprise an even number of edges 
of CO, it follows that the signs of all cycles of K, in G and z,(G) are the same. 
It is easy to see that for a signed graph G having d(G) = li there exists a cut cu of 
K, such that r,(G) has exactly k negative edges. 
For a family of sets we shall denote AK = flpEK A,. In this paper all logarithms are 
in the base 2 and (n), = n(n - 1) ... (n - p + 1). 
2. Bonferroni inequalities for the symmetric difference 
It is well known that for s sets A1,AZ, . . . , A,, their symmetric difference, denoted 
A:, I Ai is the set of elements in Uf= 1 Ai that belong to an odd number of sets 
Al, . . ,A,. 
The following property is an analogue of the inclusion-exclusion principle for the 
symmetric difference of s sets. 
Lemma 1. The following equality holds: 
IKI=i 
Proof. By Jordan’s sieve formula we deduce 
k odd 
from which the lemma follows after interchanging the order of summation of i 
and k. 0 
Lemma 2. We have 
1 lAKl for every 1 <t <r. 
KE{l.. .,s; 
2 
IKl=i 
The proof is similar to that of the Bonferroni inequalities for the inclusion-exclu- 
sion principle (see [4, p. 141) since 
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3. Extremal properties of the number of negative p-cycles 
We need the following result whose proof can be made by standard methods [ 1,5] : 
Lemma 3. Suppose that the vertex-disjoint paths P’, . . . , Pr containing together t + r 
vertices and t edges are subgraphs of K,. The numher of p-cycles qf K, that contain ull 
paths P’, . . . , Pr is equal to 
2’-‘(p ~ t - l)! 
n-t-r 
( 1 n-p . 
Theorem 1. Let G be a complete graph of order n containing s negative edges. 
(a) Ifs d n - 1 and 3 d p d 1 + n/2 then C,(G) 3 C, (G(K,; K1.,)). Equality holds 
if and only if: G ? G(K,; K l,s) or G 2 G(K,; KS) when s = 3 and p 3 4. 
(b) Zf II > 2s for p = 3 or n > 2p - 2 + 2(S) fi?r p 2 4 then C,(G) d 
C, (G(K,;sKZ)). Equality holds if and only if G z G(K,;sKz). 
Proof. (a) Suppose that the negative edges of G(K,; K,,,) are denoted by e,. . e., 
and let Ai be the set of p-cycles of K, containing edge ei for i = 1, . . . s. Then 
C,(G(Kn;Kl,,)) = C IAinAjl 
1 <i<j<s 
-(:)(p-I)!(~~~)-2(q)(~-3)1(::I~). (1) 
If G $ G(K,; K 1 ,,) let fi, , fs be the negative edges of G and Bi be the set of p-cycles 
of K, that contain edge fi for i = 1, . . , s. By the Bonferroni inequalities we deduce 
that 
3 i IBil -2 C IBinBjI. 
i=l I ci<j<s 
(2) 
If edges f; and fj have no common vertex then I Bi nBj/ = 2( p - 3)!(iI%) by Lemma 3; 
otherwise, IBinBjl = (p - 3)!(iIi) and 2(:1;) < (“,I:) is equivalent to n > 2p - 2. 
For s = 1 the property is obvious. For s 3 2, if there exist two edges fi and .fj having 
common extremity, 
riii = (p - 2)!(i12) f 
then IBinBj] <(p - 3)!(:1:). Since for every i. 
P , rom (1) and (2) it follows that C,(G) > C,(G(K,;K,,,)). 
If G $ G(K,; K,.,) and any pair of negative edges have a common extremity. then 
G z G(K,; K3). In this case we obtain that C,(G) 3 C,(G(K,,; K,,,)) and the equal- 
ity occurs if and only if p 3 4. 
(b) By the Bonferroni inequalities we deduce, as above, that 
C.(G(K,,;sK,,,,(;)(p-2)!(;1;)-?1(3)(p-3)!(;;;). (3) 
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Suppose that G $ G(K,;sK2). With the notation introduced above we find that 
(BinBjnB,I is equal to: 
(i) 2’(p - 4)! (:I:) if Hi,j,k 2 3Kz, where Hi,j,k denotes the subgraph induced by 
.L, fj and .L; 
(ii) 2(p - 4)!(;155) if Hi.j,k is isomorphic to a graph of order five consisting of 
a path of length two and an edge; 
(iii) 0 for p > 4 and 1 for p = 3 if Hi.j,k E K3; 
(iv) (p - 4)! (:I$) if Hi,j.k is isomorphic to a path of length three; 
(V) 0 if Hi,j,k ?i K1.3. 
We shall distinguish two subcases: (I) p b 4 and (II) p = 3. 
(I) In case p 3 4, since n > 2p - 2 we find that max {4(;1”,),2(;1$, (%I$)} = (iTi), 
which implies that 
(4) 
If s = 1 the property is trivial. For s 3 2, if G $ G(K,;sK2) there exist two edges 
having a common vertex. Hence in this case 
1 <~j<~l~in~jl 2 (P - 3) 
. . 
!(;1;)+2((;)-l)(p-3)!(;1;). (5) 
Then C,(G) 6 CT=1 IBil -2x, .i<j<slBi”Bjl + 22C1~i<jik~sIBinBjnBkl 
G m, p, $9 where B(n,p,s) = (“l)(p - 2)! (i-22) - 2(p - 3)! (;I”,) - 22((“,) - 
l)(p - 3)!(;144) + 22(s3)(p - 4)!(%1$), by (4) and (5). 
If we denote by A(n,p,s) the right-hand side of (3) we obtain that 
A(n,p,s) > B(n,p,s) is equivalent to n 3 2p - 2 + 2(s), which is true by the 
hypothesis. 
(II) For p = 3 we deduce that C, (G(K,; SK,)) = (:)(Iz - 2). Also, (BinBjnBk( = 1 
if Hi,j,k is a triangle and IB,nBjnB,I = 0 otherwise; IB,nB,I = 1 if fi and fj have 
a common vertex and I BinBjI = 0 otherwise. Hence if t; (G) and p;(G) denote the 
number of triangles and of paths of length two of G, respectively, consisting entirely of 
negative edges, we can write: 
C;(G) = 
0 
; (n - 2) - 2p,(G) + 22t;(G). 
It is clear that t;(G) d +p;(G), hence C;(G) d (;)(n - 2) - ipi( (;)(a - 2) = 
C;(G(K,;sK,)), and equality holds if and only if p,(G) = 0 (when f3 (G) = 0 also), 
i.e., G % G(K,;sK2). Since sK2 has 2s vertices it follows that in this case we have 
n 3 2s. q 
The fact that n must be bounded below by a function of p may be observed from the 
following example: 
The graphs G1 = G(K,; K1,3) and G2 = G(K,; 3K2) have order seven and contain 
each three negative edges. The number of negative p-cycles in Gi and G2 are listed 
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below for every p = 3. . . . ,7: 
p 3 4 5 6 7 
Gl 9 36 108 216 216 
GZ 15 48 108 176 168 
It is clear that d(G(K,;sKz)) = s and B(G(K,:K,.,)) = s for every n 3 2s. We 
deduce the following corollary. 
Corollary 1. Let G he a signed graph based on K, such that d(G) = s. 
(a) Jf s < n/2 and 3 < p < 1 + n/2 then G has a minimum number of negative p-c~~c1e.s 
ijund only If G switches to a signed graph isomorphic to G(K,; K,,,) or G(K,; K,) ,fin 
s = 3 and p 3 4. 
(b) [f n 3 2s .for p = 3 or n > 2p - 2 + 2(s3) for p > 4 then G contains a maximum 
number of negative p-cycles if and on1.v lf G switches to n G’ z G(K,; sK2). 
4. A divisibility property 
Lemma 4. For erery natural number k the following inequality holds: 
>k-Llog(k+l)]. 
Proof. Let s be an integer such that 2” d k < 2”+ ‘. The proof follows by induction on 
s by considering the cases k even and k odd, respectively. 0 
It is not difficult to show that equality holds if and only if the binary representation 
of k contains at most one digit equal to zero. Note that the left-hand side of this 
inequality is the power of 2 in the prime factorization of k!. 
Theorem 2. Let G be a complete signed graph oj’order n. Then 
C,(G) E 0(mod2P~‘~t’“g’P~l)1) 
holds ,for every 3 d p d n. 
Proof. Suppose that the negative edges of G are er, ,e, and let Ai be the set of 
p-cycles of G containing ei for i = 1. . . , s. We can write 
C,(G) = i ( -q-l 
K E $F.. .gl IAK’. 
(6) 
i=l 
li,Li ’ 
We have /AR1 = 2’- ‘(p - i - l)!(“,!,*) if edges of K induce r vertex-disjoint paths 
containing together i + r vertices and i edges by Lemma 3: 1 AK1 = 1 if i = p and edges 
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of K are the edges of a p-cycle, and lAKl = 0 otherwise. It follows that the maximum 
value of q such that 2q divides C, (G) is at least 
i-l+ 4 ma1 p-‘--’ >p-2-Llog(p-l)] 1 
by Lemma 4. q 
For p = 4 this result was obtained in [3] 
5. Probability of negative cycles in large complete signed graphs 
First we shall prove the following result. 
Lemma 5. Let k, i be fixed natural numbers and G be a graph with s edges such that 
d(x) < k for every x E V(G). If M,(G) denotes the number of matchings of G containing 
i edges, the following equality holds: 
lirn Ml(G) 1 
T=i!’ S--‘zc s 
Proof. Since the number of ordered selections of i pairwise non-adjacent edges of G is 
greater than or equal to s(s - (2k - 1)) . . . (s - (i - 1)(2k - 1)) it follows that 
S(S - (2k - 1)) . . . (S - (i - 1)(2k - l))/i! < M,(G) < ’ 
0 i 
and the result follows. 0 
Theorem 3. Let G = G(K,; H) be a complete signed graph based on K, such that the 
negative edges span a subgraph H containing s edges. If lim, _ m s/n = 1, lim, _ cc p/n = ,u 
and there exists an absolute constant C such that d&x) < C for every x E V(G), then 
2~ C, (G) 
,‘% (n), 
= +(I _ ep4>p). 
Proof. The limit in the statement is the probability that a randomly choosen p-cycle of 
G is negative as n + CCI. Also, let us note that J < C/2 since 
The value of C,(G) is given by (6). We shall prove that for any fixed i we have 
lim 2p C IAKl/(n), =y. 
n+oa K E {1, . . ..s) 
lKj=i 
(7) 
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Let CKGli. ,sl,lglzilAKI = Si + Sz, where Si corresponds to all selections 
K E (1, . . s) of cardinality i such that iejjjts constitutes a matching (case A) and 
Sz corresponds to the case when at least two edges from (ej)JEK have a common vertex 
(case B). 
C~zsr A: By Lemma 3 we deduce that S, = 2”(p - i - 1)!(~_5i)Mi (H) and by 
Lemma 5 we get 
lim 2pS,/(n) P = e n+ 7, r! 
(8) 
If s is bounded we have M,(H) < (4) and (8) holds also since in this case i = 0. 
Case B: We have AK # 8 if i = p and jej)jtR induces a p-cycle, when 1 AhI = 1 
(subcase Bl) or it induces a subgraph whose components are paths and at least one 
component is not an edge (subcase B2). 
(Bl) In this case, CK lAsl = CK 1 = C,(H), the number of all p-cycles of H. But 
every p-cycle contains r = L p/2 1 edges that constitute a matching of H. By Lemma 
3 we deduce that 
C,(H) 6 M,(H)3rp'(p - r - l)! <‘i*2’~~‘(y-r- l)! 
r! 
since M,(H) < 0 d 5. Consequently, 
‘pc (H),(n) < p 0’ < p (CnY P(Cn)‘(n - W! 
P P’ (n)&. ’ (n)zr = _ n! ’ 
where 1 <r<Lp/2 J</_n/2 J. 
It follows that lim,,, 2p C,(H)/(n), = 0 since the function (Cn)*(n - 2r)! first 
decreases and then increases when I’ = 1, , L n/2 1 and by Stirling’s formula its 
maximum is achieved for r = 1 (hence for p = 3) as n + K. 
(B2) In this case ~ej)j.s induces m vertex-disjoint paths ( 1 < m < i - 1) containing 
together m + i vertices. Then lAsl = 2”-’ (p - i ~ l)! (“,-;I”,). It follows that 
2plA,l/(n), = 2”p(p - i - l)m_i/(ni+‘n + O(ni+m~l)) 
Ifs is bounded as n 4 8x, then 
2pCIAd/(n), G 0 y 2”p(p - i - l),_ l/(ni+m + O(n’+“~‘)) + 0 as 12 + Y.. 
6 
Otherwise. 
2PCI&M4, d 
6 [(:) -Mi(HJ ,v#z_, 
(2mp(p -i - l)m_l/(~li+m + O(r~'+"'~'))i +O as fl 4 X. 
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since by Lemma 5 we have 
hm[$(;) -!q =O. 
From (Bl) and (B2) we obtain that 
lim 2pSz/(n), = 0. (9) “+fX 
Now (7) is a consequence of (8) and (9). Since the alternating sum (6) satisfies the 
Bonferroni inequalities it follows by standard techniques that 
ml 2pC;(G)/(n), = f ( -2)‘-’ y = i(1 - ee4@). Cl 
i=l 
Note that the condition dH(x) d C cannot be dropped. Indeed, if H E K,., from (1) 
we deduce that lim,,, 2pC; (G)/(n), = 2441 - A). 
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